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Introduction
Exponential family models for dependent data have found applications in point processes, social networks, statistical physics, and image analysis alike, but this dependence often produces likelihoods with intractable normalizing constants. A variety of techniques-frequentist and Bayesian-have been proposed for their estimation. Although some approximations are available, the exact techniques invariably require a starting parameter configuration θ 0 , their performance and even feasibility depending on this value. In this work, we focus on the problem of a general way of obtaining a good θ 0 with minimal additional implementer effort, particularly for the application of these models to modeling of social networks-the exponentialfamily random graph models (ERGMs) (Wasserman and Pattison, 1996) , as extended to curved families by Snijders et al. (2006) and Hunter and Handcock (2006) and to networks with valued ties by Robins et al. (1999) and Krivitsky (2012) . We consider the broad class of models defined as follows. Given a set N = {1, 2, . . . , n} of actors of interest, let Y ⊆ N × N be the set of potential relationships among them (usually a proper subset, excluding self-loops or if only ties among specific subsets of actors are of interest). Then, with S being the set of possible relationship values (which could be simply {0, 1} for binary networks), we define the sample space of mappings Y ⊆ S Y (again, sometimes a proper subset if, say, we wish to constrain the network to have a specific number of ties or a specific degree distribution). In the interests of accessibility, we will focus on finite or countable S and Y, using notation of probabilities and summations, rather than the more general case with Radon-Nikodym derivatives and Lebesgue integrals; but the ERGM formulation for uncountable S is analogous (Krivitsky, 2012 (Krivitsky, , p. 1121 , and given the mechanics of exponential families-centered on sufficient statistics-all of the review and developments in this manuscript should be applicable to that case as well. an exponential family over a sample space Y of networks (potentially with valued ties), parametrized by a q-vector θ, and specified by a reference measure h(y) (with h(y) ∝ 1 being typical for binary ERGMs), a mapping η from θ to the p-vector of canonical parameters (and in non-curved ERGMs, η(θ) ≡ θ with p ≡ q), and a sufficient statistic p-vector g(·). The normalizing constant κ Y,h,η,g (θ) def = y ∈Y h(y ) exp{η(θ) g(y )}, is often intractable for models that seek to reproduce more complex social effects, such as triadic closure. It also identifies the natural parameter space of the model, Θ N def = {θ : κ Y,h,η,g (θ) < ∞}, which equals R q for binary ERGMs, but which may be far more complex for valued ERGMs, such as if geometric or ConwayMaxwell-Poisson (CMP) distribution (Shmueli et al., 2005 ) is used for social interaction counts (Krivitsky, 2012) . Unless it is relevant to the discussion, we will, generally, omit "Y, h, η, g" from the subscript.
Given an observed network, y obs , it is desired to find the MLE,θ def = arg max θ (θ) = arg max θ log Pr(Y = y obs ; θ), or, equivalently (assuming a unique maximum, which holds for non-curved families but is not guaranteed for curved), to solve the score estimating equation, (Hunter and Handcock, 2006, eq. 3.1) , where η (·) def = ∇ θ η(·), E(·; ·) denotes the expectation under the model and parameter configuration in question, and z(y) def = g(y) − g(y obs ). We use y as shorthand for a sample or series of networks y 1 , . . . , y S , with y θ in particular being a sample from ERGM(θ), and we use g( y) for a p × S matrix with sth column containing g(y s ), withḡ( y) def = g( y) 1 S /S, and, analogously z( y) andz( y); and we define U y θ (θ)
, a q × S matrix whose sth column is the contribution to (1) from y s , so that U y θ (θ) is the sample estimate of ∇ θ (θ). We also use the sample variance of a statistic t( y),
A body of literature exists on computational methods for findingθ given a starting configuration θ 0 ; and on approximate techniques suitable for finding such a configuration.
Techniques for finding the MLE
The currently popular MLE techniques can be broadly classified into two categories: stochastic approximation (SA) and Monte Carlo Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MCMLE). We review them in turn.
Stochastic Approximation Methods
Stochastic approximation methods represented the first attempts to find the actual MLE for ERGMs, starting with Snijders (2002) application of Robbins and Monro (1951) and similar algorithms, and, later, refinements such as those of Okabayashi and Geyer (2012) . Given a guess θ t , these techniques simulate a sample y θ t = (y θ t ,1 , . . . , y θ t ,S ) from ERGM(θ t ) and update the guess to θ
for α t a scalar or a q × q matrix that is decreasing in t. (The gradient methods cited are all specified for non-curved ERGMs, but this is a direct extension.) Robbins-Monro implementation as used by Snijders (2002) and the PNet software suite for ERGM inference (Wang et al., 2014 ) uses a scalar multiple of the inverse of the diagonal of Var( y θ t ) in particular. Methods of this type require an initial guess, θ 0 . In the context of network models in particular, a poor initial guess may induce a near-degenerate distribution concentrated on the edge of the convex hull of the set of attainable statistics Conv({g(y ) : y ∈ Y}) (often an empty network or a complete graph). (Rinaldo et al., 2009; Hunter et al., 2012 , and others) While U (θ 0 ) itself may not be on the edge of this convex hull, its sample value U y θ 0 (θ 0 ) could very well be, leaving the gradient-based methods without an unambiguous direction of ascent. And, if Θ N = R q , MCMC sampling for θ 0 / ∈ Θ N will diverge in the first place, and locating a θ 0 ∈ Θ N may itself be a challenge. (Krivitsky, 2012) Choice of θ 0 can affect estimation in other ways as well: while one can represent a network y as an n × n matrix of relationship values, most large networks studied tend to be sparse, and sparse matrix representations are used in implementations. Then, storing and processing a network with more ties is more costly in both memory and time, and if a poor choice of θ 0 induces very dense networks, computation can be slowed down severely or fail.
SA algorithms also tend to be relatively computationally inefficient: every new guess θ t requires a burn-in period and a sample to estimate U (θ t ), and optimal length of each step is unknown, so relatively many such steps are typically required.
Monte Carlo Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Introduced by Geyer and Thompson (1992) , and applied to curved ERGMs by Hunter and Handcock (2006) , MCMLE draws on importance sampling integration, observing that
and proposes to estimate this expectation for values of θ near θ based on a sample from the model with configuration θ: given a sample y θ t from ERGM(θ t ), update the guess
This is equivalent to solving (again, assuming a unique maximum)
the MCMLE approximation of the score equation, where, for a statistic t(·),
, the importance sampling approximation of E{t(Y ); θ }. The MCMLE approach has the benefit of making very efficient use of the simulated sample, compared to the SA methods (Geyer and Thompson, 1992, Sec. 1.3) : it uses the entire distribution of y θ t , rather than just its first two moments, incorporates nonlinear effects of θ on E{g(Y ); θ} in determining the next guess, and automatically determines the optimal (or close) step length, requiring much fewer sampling runs before convergence.
This efficiency comes at a cost: MCMLE is highly sensitive to a poor initial guess θ 0 . Whereas SA methods only fail if the sample lies entirely on the edge of the convex hull (or θ 0 / ∈ Θ N ), MCMLE for non-curved ERGMs will also fail whenever the convex hull of the simulated statistics, Conv{g(
does not exist. (Hummel et al., 2012 , p. 926) Hummel et al. (2012 proposed two major modifications to the MCMLE algorithm that ameliorate this. The first is the lognormal approximation: if
is lognormal, and its expectation gives an approximation
whose maximizer in θ depends only on the first two moments of y θ t and has a closed form for non-curved ERGMs-the version derived by Hummel et al. (2012) -extending directly to curved models, though the maximizer no longer has a closed form (as implemented in the R (R Core Team, 2015) package ergm Handcock et al., 2015) ).
The second is the Partial Stepping technique, where a step length 0 < γ ≤ 1 is selected, and g(y obs ) is replaced with γg(y obs ) + (1 − γ)ḡ( y θ t ) in the calculation ofÛ y θ t (·). In other words, the vector of observed statistics is shifted towards the centroid of the simulated statistics, reducing the length of the step while preserving its general direction. Hummel et al. choose γ adaptively, selecting a safety margin (1.05) and finding the highest γ ≤ 1 such that
While this approach survives poor starting values (provided θ 0 ∈ Θ N ), it is not immune to them, in that a poor starting value is likely to result in a tiny γ and a very long optimization. And so, we turn to the question of obtaining good values for θ 0 .
Techniques for Finding Starting Values
Although there have been some recent developments on asymptotic approximations for ERGMs (He and Zheng, 2015) , they have only been derived for a very specific set of models, and may or may not generalize. The two major techniques for obtaining θ 0 are the maximum pseudo-/composite likelihood estimation (MPLE/MCLE) and the more recently proposed contrastive divergence (CD). (It is also possible to instead fit just the intercept parameter of the model and initialize the remaining elements of θ to 0, as is done by PNet (Wang et al., 2014) .)
Composite Likelihood
Before simulation-based methods were proposed, the only practical way to fit ERGMs with intractable normalizing constants was using pseudolikelihood (Besag, 1974; Strauss and Ikeda, 1990) , approximating
where y i,j is the indicator of the presence of a tie from actor i to actor j and y ¬(i,j) is the set of all ties in y excluding (i, j). The pseudolikelihood is then maximized to produce the maximum pseudolikelihood estimator (MPLE)θ. For binary ERGMs, this gives an estimating equatioñ
, the effect of adding the tie (i, j) to the network y on g(y), all other ties being equal. (We are not aware of any existing implementations of MPLE for curved ERGMs, however.) MPLE can be quite different from the MLE, however, (van Duijn et al., 2009) so, with growing computing power making methods of Section 1.1 feasible, today it is mainly used to initialize them. Even in that capacity, it has practical limitations. For example, consider a network drawn from a process in which the total number of ties that can be observed is fixed at c, used in the application by Hunter and Handcock (2006) . That is, Y = {y ∈ 2 Y : |y| = c}. One Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for exploring such a sample space selects one tie and one non-tie in y s at random and proposes to toggle both of them, thus preserving the total number of ties.
Using this algorithm to sample y θ t for either MCMLE or SA would result in the MLE on the constrained sample space.
In contrast, MPLE, and its generalization, maximum composite likelihood estimate (MCLE) (Lindsay, 1988) , would require an algorithm to enumerate, rather than explore, the set of possible pairs of toggles, and the resulting pseudolikelihood would no longer be a binary logistic regression, but rather a multinomial model. In practice, this creates an additional burden on the implementer. Other constraints-such as conditioning on the degree sequence of a graph-require as many as 4 or 6 toggles in the proposal. (Rao et al., 1996) The resulting combinatorial explosion can be addressed by sampling, but the problem of requiring a reimplementation of MPLE remains.
In valued ERGMs, Pr(
; θ) might, itself, be intractable, such as when CMP (Shmueli et al., 2005 ) is used, whereas MCMCbased methods require no additional implementational or computational effort. (Krivitsky, 2012) 
Contrastive Divergence
In a model whose log-likelihood gradient could only be obtained by an MCMC simulation, Hinton (2002) proposed not to run the MCMC simulation to convergence but rather to make a series of parallel MCMC updates, each starting at the observed data, and calculate the gradient based on that. As applied to ERGMs by Asuncion et al. (2010) , given an MCMC sampling algorithm for ERGM(θ), let ERGM CD k (θ) be the distribution of random graphs produced after k MCMC transitions starting with y obs . Call its expectation
shown by Hyvrinen (2006) to be equivalent to the MPLE if only one variable (i.e. edge) is updated and the updates are full-conditional Gibbs. Asuncion et al. (2010) noted that CD 1 (the MPLE) and CD ∞ (the MLE) were endpoints of a continuum of increasingly close approximations to the latter and showed that if k variables are block-updated in each MCMC step (blocked contrastive divergence (BCD)), CD 1 estimate is equivalent to maximizing the composite likelihood with block size of k. Asuncion et al. then applied CD k to a number of exponential families, including ERGMs, using SA (with α t a scalar) to find the MCLE. Carreira-Perpiñan and Hinton (2005) proposed using the CD k estimates to seed MCMLE.
No burn-in phase is required for CD k estimates, which means that some of the inefficiency of the SA algorithms is not as problematic, but the issues of step length remain: Asuncion et al. (2010) used very short steps, for example. Also, the sampling algorithm required is distinct from the one that one might use for MCMLE, so using BCD as initial values for MCMLE may require additional effort on the part of the implementer.
Notice, however, that CD k sampling alleviates the sensitivity issues of MCMLE: if η(θ 0 ) = 0, then for sampling
is very unlikely to produce realizations such that g(y obs ) / ∈ Conv{g( y θ 0 ,k )}, and it is also immune to the problem of θ 0 / ∈ Θ N . We therefore propose to combine the two approaches.
Fellows (2014) described a framework for contrastive divergence as a variational approximation, provided some guidelines on what proposal kernels are likely to perform well, and advocated using a more efficient Newton-like update of the form
for the special case of non-curved ERGMs. This approach is equivalent to lognormal approximation of Hummel et al. (2012) (with step length γ fixed at 1) and "Robbins-Monro" with α t = [ Var{z( y θ t )}] −1 . The author has also recently become aware of a thesis by Hummel (2011) that also discussed ERGM CD inference. Hummel focused on exploring different MCMC kernels, but some computational considerations were also discussed, and we note the overlap where it occurs.
Notably, a Newton-style update like (7) can be approximated for curved ERGMs as well by replacing z( y θ t ) with U y θ t (θ t ): differentiating (3) with respect to θ giveŝ
and differentiating again and treating η (θ ) as constant in θ gives
giving such a Newton update.
Outline and Contributions
We have, in the introduction, provided a detailed overview of the available frequentist techniques for fitting exponential families with intractable normalizing constants in general and ERGMs in particular, of obtaining their initial values, and the advantages and the disadvantages of these approaches, also noting where and how the approaches can be directly extended to curved exponential families. Next, we extend MCMLE Partial Stepping technique of Hummel et al. (2012) to curved ERGMs in Section 2. Though we note the overlap with Hummel's work, in Section 3, we provide explicit motivation for applying MCMLE-like approach to CD estimation (as opposed to gradientbased techniques of Carreira-Perpiñan and Hinton (2005)). Focusing on CD as a source of initial values for the MLE estimation, we discuss associated practical issues such as impact of algorithmic choices and of tuning parameters, propose stopping criteria, ways to improve the approximation that do not require additional model-specific work from the implementer, and inexpensive ways to select starting values from among several options. In Section 4, we report a computational study, testing these techniques against network data and models previously considered in ERGM computation literature, providing a systematic comparison between the popular methods for obtaining initial values for ERGM estimation and compare and contrast the proposed technique's variants, while gaining some intuition for the tuning parameters they require and the limitations of the proposed approaches. Hummel et al. (2012) derive Partial Stepping and the adaptive selection of the step length γ for non-curved ERGMs. Using their approach with curved models is likely to result in unnecessarily conservative step lengths, however. To see why, consider a popular Geometrically Weighted Degrees (GWD) (Hunter and Handcock, 2006, eq. 4.8 ) ERGM term. In our notation, this term has two free parameters, θ 1 (the strength of the effect) and θ 2 (decay rate), which map to (n − 1)-subvectors of η(·) and g(·) having elements
Partial Stepping for Curved ERGMs
1 |y j |=i , for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, with |y j | being the degree of actor j. That is, for every degree value i, η(θ) has an element with a coefficient proportional to θ 1 and decaying in i at a rate controlled by θ 2 , and g(y) has an element with the count of actors with degree exactly i.
The sufficient statistic therefore includes the full degree distribution of the network. A necessary, though not sufficient, requirement for (4) to hold for a given γ is that
holds for every degree value i, and applying Partial Stepping to g(·) itself would select γ accordingly, as if every element of η were a free parameter, even though the actual dimension of θ is much smaller.
To address this problem, we observe that (1) can be expressed as
which suggests that for curved ERGMs, we might use γ such that
Our generalization does not provide the same guarantees as using the raw g( y θ t ), since η (θ t ) is not constant in θ t , but it gives each element of g(·) its due weight.
Contrastive Divergence via Monte Carlo MLE

Motivation
Just as the algorithm in Section 1.1.2 solves the score equations (1), we can apply the importance sampling paradigm to solving (6). For the special case of CD 1 with a Metropolis-Hastings sampler with proposal density q(·|·),
since for rejections, y ≡ y obs , so z(y ) = 0. Since
the importance sampling estimator for E CD 1 {z(Y ); θ } based on a sample y θ,1 = (y θ t ,1,1 , . . . , y θ t ,1,S ) drawn from ERGM CD 1 (θ) iŝ
min q(y θ,1,s |y obs ) q(y obs |y θ,1,s )
, exp{η(θ ) z(y θ,1,s )} min q(y θ,1,s |y obs ) q(y obs |y θ,1,s )
, exp{η(θ) z(y θ,1,s )} z(y θ,1,s ).
If the ratios of q(·|·) are recorded during the sampling, this could be implemented directly; and similarly-although with complications-for k > 1. In practice, MCMLE weights (exp[{η(θ ) − η(θ)} z(y θ,1,s )]) can be used instead: the importance weight in (8) for a given y θ,1,s is monotonically increasing in η(θ ) z(y θ,1,s ), with the weights being equal (to 1) if θ = θ, so using the MCMLE weights will, at worst, make the approximation somewhat worse when θ is far away from θ, but if (8) evaluated at θ = θ t+1 is close to 0 and θ t+1 = θ t , we can be confident that the optimization has converged. For higher k, the distribution ERGM CD k (θ) of the sample will be closer to ERGM(θ), so this approximation will only improve.
Algorithm
This leads to a CD update of the form
(Hummel (2011, eq. 4.3) used a similar update in the context of CD for non-curved ERGMs, but did not motivate the use of MCMLE importance sampling weights explicitly.) It has a number of appealing properties. From the implementation point of view, the only change required to turn MCMLE into CD is modifying the MCMC sampler to revert the chain to y obs every k steps, and any improvements to the sampling algorithm also improve the estimator.
From the computational cost point of view, in MLE methods, every new guess θ t requires a long burning-in period, a fixed cost that cannot be reduced by parallel processing, and y θ t ,s tend to be autocorrelated, which encourages using a large S and fewer iterations. But, as θ in (2) moves farther away from θ t , the accuracy of the estimate decreases. On the other hand, y θ t ,k is a random sample, requiring a total of Sk MCMC steps per iteration, and the sampling is an embarrassingly parallel problem. This means that a series of relatively short, inexpensive CD steps can be used to obtain an initial value.
To ameliorate potential problems with using MCMLE weights rather than true weights, we propose to use the Hummel et al. (2012) Partial Stepping technique with a more conservative γ safety margin than the Hummel et al. (2012) default of 1.05. (Hummel (2011, p. 77 ) CD implementation also uses 1.05. We explore its effects in Section 4.) Whether their lognormal approximation should be used is less clear. Its Newton-like update (7) is optimal if g( Y θ t ,k,s ) is well approximated by the multivariate normal distribution and the relationship between θ and U CD k (θ) is well approximated by linear over the magnitude of the update, but, for modest k, this is highly unlikely to be the case: for example, if g(y) = |y|, the number of edges in the network, for any MCMC step that toggles one potential tie at a time g(y θ t ,1,s ) can be one of only three values: g(y obs ) − 1, g(y obs ), or g(y obs ) + 1. At the same time, although every MCMC step reduces the KullbackLeibler divergence between ERGM(θ) and ERGM CD k (θ) (Cover and Thomas, 1991 , Thm. 15.1.10, for example), a full-conditional Gibbs sampler is likely to do so faster than a Metropolis-Hastings sampler with the same block size, at least at first. MPLE is equivalent to CD with full-conditional Gibbs sampling (Hyvrinen, 2006) , while Metropolis-Hastings is more practical for ERGMs , so it is likely that MPLE will outperform CD 1 , and Fellows (2014) , in particular, focuses on full-conditional Gibbs.
Artificial multiplicity
Fellows (2014) also shows that increasing k alone may not be sufficiently effective at improving the estimators, and suggests that CD kernels should instead be designed to "focus" on the dependencies in the model: if blocked contrastive divergence (Asuncion et al., 2010 ) is used for, say, a network model with triadic closure, the "blocks" should include triads.
Unfortunately, specialized proposals negate the advantage of CD as a source of initial values: it is no longer a drop-in replacement for MCMC. Therefore, we propose an ad hoc remedy by modifying the MetropolisHastings algorithm to create artificial blocks of proposals. Recall that, given a proposal distribution q(·|·), the acceptance probability α(y |y) = min 1, {q(y|y )/q(y |y)} exp[η(θ) {g(y ) − g(y)}] .
For MCMC, a simple proposal that toggles only one dyad, or the minimal number of dyads needed to preserve a constraint, generally suffices. A more complex proposal can be emulated by chaining m simple proposals, i.e., y 1 ∼ q(y 1 |y), y 2 ∼ q(y 2 |y 1 ), . . . , y m ∼ q(y m |y m−1 ), then accepting y m with probability
remaining at y otherwise. This is not the correct acceptance probability (because a correct one would consider all possible ways to propose y m from y), so m is a trade-off between the correctness of the stationary distribution and incorporation of the dependence in the model. But, an approximation is what we require. We will useθ (m,k) to refer to a CD (m,k) estimate, taking k steps with artificial multiplicity m.
Stopping Criterion
We briefly turn to the question of when to consider the optimization to be concluded. The stopping criterion of Hummel et al. (2012) is not wellsuited to CD, because for small m × k in particular, it may not be possible for y θ t ,(m,k) to draw sufficiently far away from y obs for Hummel et al. for Conv{g( y θ t ,(m,k) )} to not contain g(y obs ), no matter how bad θ t is. The forms of the estimating equations (1) and (6) suggest another straightforward method to determine whether a particular θ t is sufficiently close toθ (m,k) to stop. For each guess θ t , CD draws a simple random sample
. Therefore, we can use a Hotelling's T 2 -Test (Hotelling, 1931) to test H 0 : U CD (m,k) (θ t ) = 0 based on a sample U y θ t ,(m,k) (θ t ), stopping upon a failure to reject. The decision to terminate entails accepting a null hypothesis, but this can be ameliorated in practice by setting a very high α, because the cost of a Type I error is small: setting α = 0.5 only entails running on average 1/α = 2 more iterations than necessary.
Choice of k and m
The choice of k is a trade-off: higher k leads toθ (m,k) being closer toθ, but the computing cost increases in proportion to it, and sensitivity to poor θ 0 does as well, and a similar trade-off (up to a point) applies for m. Our goal is to maximize the utility of the CD estimate as the starting value of MCMLE, and a simple one-dimensional metric of this utility is available: the Hummel et al. (2012) adaptive step length for the first MCMLE iteration (4). This is, essentially, a measurement of how deep in the convex hull of
). An estimated step length of 1 or close implies that only a few steps of full MCMLE will be required, while a step length close to 0 implies that the starting value is practically useless.
We therefore propose to evaluateθ (m,k) for a series of (m, k) configurations, then, for each estimateθ (m,k) , draw an MCMC sample, evaluate the adaptive step length, and initialize the MCMLE with the one giving the highest γ such that (4) holds. Because MCMLE step requires a long burn-in, this is likely to be computationally expensive, but we can, instead, use a proxy in the form of a short MCMC run that would nonetheless have a burn-in period much longer than the highest value of m × k used.
Examples
In this section, the proposed techniques are illustrated by replicating examples found in the ERGM computational methods literature. We list the examples here, identifying the computational challenge of each; more details about the data and the models are given in the Appendix. Lazega, a collaboration network of lawyers, was used by Hunter and Handcock (2006) to demonstrate inference for curved ERGMs, fitting a curved ERGM conditional having a specific number of ties-a complex constraint. (We also replicate the curved fit without the constraint, modeling edge count.) E. coli, a transcriptional regulation network, was selected by Hummel et al. (2012) for being particularly difficult to fit. Kapferer, a network of workers in a tailor shop in Zambia, was also used by Hummel et al. (2012) . Zachary, a valued network of counts of contexts of interactions among members of a university karate club, which we use to to demonstrate immediate applicability to models for valued networks, fitting a Binomialand a Poisson-reference ERGM. (For the latter, we include the CMP (Shmueli et al., 2005) term, deliberately initializing CD with a starting value outside of Θ N to test the algorithm's robustness.)
Procedure
We have implemented the proposed techniques in the R (R Core Team, 2015) package ergm Handcock et al., 2015) and released them on an experimental basis. The source code for the required packages, code to reproduce this study, and the datasets in machine-readable format can be found in the supplementary materials.
We refrain from tuning the algorithms to each specific dataset, and unless otherwise stated, we use default settings of the ergm package. For CD, we use S = 1024, start the estimation at 0 q (unless otherwise noted), and allow 60 iterations. For each example, we evaluate the the intercept-based estimate and MPLE (where available: for binary ERGMs without complex constraints), and CD for each combination of k = 1, 2, 4, 16, 128 and m = 1, 2, 4, 8 such that k × m ≤ 256. For each (m, k) combination, we estimateθ (m,k) using MCMLE and using stochastic approximation updates. For MCMLE, we try every combination of likelihood approximation type ("IS MCMLE", the importance-sampling (2), and "Lognormal" (3)) and γ margins 1.05 (used by Hummel et al. (2012) ), 1.5 and 2 (more conservative). For stochastic approximation, we consider a Newton-like update (7) generalized to curved ERGMs, i.e., α t ≡ [ Var{U y θ t ,(m,k) (θ t )}] −1 , and two Robbins-Monro regimes suggested by Snijders (2002) :
for (a 0 , c) = (0.1, 0.5) and (a 0 , c) = (0.5, 0.5). (If the sample variance-covariance matrix is singular for a given iteration, we use the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.)
Having found theθ according to each method and parameters, we measure its utility as a starting value in two ways: γ S : To test the suggestion of Section 3.5, we generate an MCMC sample from ERGM(θ) starting at y obs with burn-in 8192, sample size 1024, and interval 8 (longer than any k×m, but still shorter than the defaults for ergm), then evaluate adaptive step length γ as proposed by Hummel et al. (2012) or our extension in Section 2. MLE: We also proceed to use these values to initialize full MLE estimation and record the reliability of the estimation and the number of iterations it took before convergence.
Results
For a given (m, k), all CD algorithms considered are estimating the same quantity, so they can mainly be compared on speed and reliability. Table 1 gives the effects of the update type and its parameters on those outcomes. (All use the same convergence criterion.) Importance sampling MCMLE updates as opposed to the Newton-like lognormal updates appear to be a trade-off between speed and stability, with MCMLE making more efficient steps, at a greater risk of making a poor step. A more conservative γ margin alleviates this, while retaining the efficiency improvement. For S = 1024, using even a aggressive Robbins-Monro regime appears to be counterproductive, though Newton's update performs about as well as lognormal with a small γ margin (by virtue of being nearly mathematically equivalent), while showing an advantage in overall run time, likely because of its simplicity.
Turning to comparing the distinct estimators, the effects of m and k and their comparison with the intercept method and the MPLE are visualized in Figure 1 , using number of iterations taken by a subsequent MCMC MLE fit as a proxy for quality of starting values, imputing 20 (the maximum) if the estimation fails. The general pattern appears to be that MPLE, where available, outperforms CD with small k and m, but CD eventually matches it, except in particularly hard-to-sample models such as the E. coli with no selfloops. At the same time, there are diminishing returns as m×k increases, and, in valued ERGMs, they actually perform worse. (Interestingly, in the harderto-sample models, the MPLE is not that much better than the intercept method.) ergm with default settings appears to have difficulty given any starting value for the full Kapferer model. For the hard-to-sample E. coli with loops, higher artificial multiplicities seem to outperform lower for the same m × k, but the results are less consistent for other ERGMs, and, in particular, for the valued ERGMs and the fixed-edges model, whose proposal is already multiplicitous; this may be because there are many more possible ways to a given y m from y in those cases, which α(y m |y) ignores. Nevertheless, using m = 2 seems to be safe and an improvement in all cases.
The relationship between γ S and the quality of the starting value is given in Figure 2 . It appears to be highly predictive of the success of the estimate for all cases except for E. coli, including picking out the only two successful initial values for the full Kapferer model. At the same time, the E. coli fits suggest that for hard-to-sample models, too short pilot runs may result in selecting a poor start. It may be possible to use a burn-in diagnostic to determine when this is the case.
In the CMP model, CD using MCMLE was able to locate an adequate θ 0 ∈ Θ N in 95% of the trials.
Conclusion
We have reviewed the available techniques for obtaining initial values for the simulation-based MLE methods for exponential family models with intractable normalizing constants, and, combining the approaches of Monte Carlo MLE and contrastive divergence, we proposed a fairly universal algorithm for obtaining these values, providing an empirical comparison of different approaches to the problem. In addition, we have extended to curved ERGMs the existing techniques for improving the stability of MCMLE.
Our examples demonstrate the viability and versatility of our approach: adequate starting values are produced for a wide variety of datasets and models-some designed to be difficult-with an algorithm agnostic to the specifics of the model. In practice, this means that any implementation of MCMLE for a new valued or constrained ERGM class (e.g., rank or signed networks) acquires a source of starting values without additional effort. At the same time, we exposed limitations of this approach: barring further improvements in CD estimation, if an MPLE implementation is available, it should probably be preferred as a source of starting values. On the other hand, we have shown that short pilot MCMC runs can be used to select an adequate starting value for the MCMC out of several candidates, which are themselves inexpensive to fit. Thus, one may include MPLE as one of an ensemble of initial value methods, then pick the most promising ones to seed the much more time-consuming MCMC MLE.
An alternative approach to selecting (m, k) may be to use an increasing sequence of ks, initializing each at the previous one's solution as its stopping criterion is met. This approach should be used with caution, however, becauseθ based on a small k can be worse thanθ = 0. This is subject for future research.
We had focused on the case where the networks were fully observed.
Handcock and Gile (2010) formulated a framework for modeling of partially observed networks-networks that have missing ties-and expressed the loglikelihood as (θ) = log Pr(Y ∈ Y(y obs ); θ) = log y ∈Y(y obs ) Pr(Y = y ; θ),
where Y(y obs ) is defined as the set of networks whose partial observation could have produced y obs : essentially, all of the ways to impute the missing ties in y with MCMLE approximation also possible for the first term by sampling y θ t |y obs from ERGM Y(y obs ) (θ t ). For CD, this creates a problem: while y θ t |y obs depends on y obs only through the observed dyads and information about which dyads are missing due to the ergodic property of MCMC, sampling from ERGM CD (m,k) (θ t ) requires a specific initial network and depends on it strongly. In the context of CD, these problems can be partially addressed by using higher ks: the longer the MCMC chain, the less important y obs , but more efficient and stable approaches are subject for research. (A similar issue exists for the MPLE: the composite likelihood is a sum of (5) over possible imputations of missing dyads in y obs , and simply excluding the unobserved dyads from the product (5) still conditions on them.)
A network might not be observed at all, only its sufficient statistic vector g obs along with its sample space Y. By sufficiency, MLE is unaffected by this. (Hummel et al., 2012 ) MPLE, MCLE, and CD are, however. A simple practical solution is to use simulated annealing to construct a network y sim such that g(y sim ) ≈ g obs and use it as a surrogate for y obs . It may not be possible to obtain a perfectly matched network, but this can be addressed in the same way as with missing data.
Lastly, we have focused on ERGMs in particular, but these methods are agnostic to the nature of the data, operating only on sufficient statistics, so this development is equally applicable to other domains. In particular, the problem of a complex Θ N is present in Strauss and related point processes as well (Geyer and Thompson, 1992 , for example).
We model the structure of the network using two more terms: the faction leader effects, (i,j)∈Y y i,j 1 i=Mr. Hi∨j=Mr. Hi and (i,j)∈Y y i,j 1 i=John A.∨j=John A. , and transitivity, the statistic described by Krivitsky (2012, eq. 12) .
Unlike other fits, where we start the optimization at θ 0 = 0 q , in Model 2, we start the optimization at θ 0 CMP = +2, deliberately outside the parameter space. Also, we change a few non-CD-specific tuning parameters to accommodate non-binary data.
